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Since they were proposed in 2008 and 2006 respectively, the proposed 830,000 barrel per
day (bdp) TransCanada Keystone XL (KXL) pipeline from Hardisty, Alberta (200 km southeast of Calgary) to Nederland, Texas (130 km East of Houston) on the Gulf of Mexico and
the proposed 525,000 bpd Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline (NGP) from Bruderheim,
Alberta (50 km northeast of Edmonton) to Kitimat, British Columbia (700 km northwest
of Vancouver) have both provoked substantial resistance campaigns comprising environmentalist groups, faith communities, indigenous peoples, and others.1 Both within and between
these groupings there are major disagreements about the principal motivations for resisting
the pipelines. Concern about spills may be most salient for people downstream of proposed
pipelines, while concern about climate change may be a greater concern for those more distantly situated. Others may be more concerned about encroachment of indigenous rights, or
the abuse of eminent domain. These different interests relate variably to ongoing political
changes. The risk and severity of pipeline spills probably haven’t appreciably increased in
the last few years, and may have even decreased due to increased public scrutiny. At the
same time, the emergence of broad anti-KXL an anti-NGP movements have provided new
platforms and allies for those with older concerns. Also, the apparently rising willingness of
governments to adopt policies to constrain greenhouse gas (GHG) pollution may be adding
urgency to corporate efforts to build new fossil fuel infrastructure. From the perspective
of activists, many similar dynamics and disagreements are likely at work within movement
opposing other North American bitumen sand pipeline projects including those resisting the
Kinder Morgan TransMountain project, Energy East, and the Dakota Access Pipeline.2
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Interpreted as a set of broad movements with the shared objective of preventing the
construction of fossil fuel pipelines, we can also identify important practical and conceptual
disagreements both within organizations of one type (say, the policy preferences of different
environmental non-governmental organizations (eNGOs)), between types of organizations
(say, church congregations compared with local environmental groups), and between groups
of various types focused on different tactics (grassroots political lobbying, for instance, versus
non-violent civil disobedience). By conducting a network analysis of groups that have worked
to oppose these two pipelines, this PhD project will contribute to the scholarly literature
on social movements as potential agents of political change as well as the literature on
contentious politics. Interviews with anti-KXL and anti-NGP activists should also provide
detailed new information on tactical and ideological tensions within these specific campaigns
and in climate change and environmental activism more broadly. In particular, this project
will examine the involvement of members of faith and indigenous communities in opposition
to these two pipelines, in order to better understand the developing social movement calling
for much more aggressive climate change mitigation efforts in Canada and the U.S., identify
some of the governing dynamics of the movement, and consider what relevance it might have
to politics in Canada and the United States more broadly.

1 Theoretical framework
A number of political science theories have been developed to investigate various aspects
of social movements, including movements involving environmental activists. In some ways,
Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith’s advocacy coalition framework (ACF) is encouraging both on
the basis of the explanatory factors it incorporates (external events, actors of different types,
strategic behaviour by boundedly rational individuals, organizational learning) and because
it has been applied to reasonably comparable cases.3 Online, there are specific examples
of activists attempting to distribute written materials, including academic materials, which
they identified as potentially useful for other organizers, such as 350.org — Resources for
Organisers and Joshua Kahn Russell — Resources for organizers. In other ways, the ACF
roughly parallel to the unbuilt northern segment of KXL, offset about 100 km to the east. On the Dakota
Access pipeline and broader issues about U.S. law and indigenous land ownership (including the Indian
Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975, the Tribal Self-Governance Act of 1994 and the
2012 Helping Expedite and Advance Responsible Tribal Homeownership Act), see: Mosteller, For Native
Americans, Land Is More Than Just the Ground Beneath Their Feet.
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seems to include assumptions which may not hold in the anti-KXL and anti-NGP movements. In particular, these movements are not characterized by concern about an area of
key geographic focus for all concerned. For some, these are local fights which may in many
cases be driven by concern about local water quality or land rights. Participants may not be
concerned about the construction of pipelines per se, but may have concerns about pipelines
which directly affect them and the materials they carry. For others, these are parallel battles
in an effort to constrain total historical fossil fuel production, and by extension the severity of
the global climate change humanity and nature will experience. For these participants, this
is climate change policy by other means; as long as the Canadian and U.S. governments lack
sufficiently ambitious climate policy objectives to be part of a sub-2 ˚C solution, preventing
infrastructure development likely reduces total historical GHG emissions and prevents the
wasteful deployment of infrastructure inappropriate for a low-carbon future.45 If the appropriate geographic area under contention is itself disputed, perhaps insights from the ACF
could be partly re-interpreted in terms of analyses in the contentious politics literature, and
the social movements literature more broadly.
The ACF might also be enriched by more consideration of the scholarly and popular literature on the management of organizations, with volunteer-driven organizations as a relevant
sub-case. Volunteer-run groups have effectiveness that is largely based on the strength of
their motivation, and both the recruitment of volunteers and the retention of experienced
organizers pose challenges and themselves require capability and resources. Given the contentiousness of pipeline politics, these groups may also suffer more from interpersonal stress
and conflict than other forms of voluntary organization. The potential seriousness of the
impacts of climate change may also create challenges for organizations, as volunteers and
organizers struggle to avoid feeling excessively frustrated or dispirited. The urgency of the
climate challenge means that organizers feel every setback and delay as a direct threat to our
chances of keeping climate change to well below 2 ˚C. These emotional factors likely have
relevance for organizational growth and effectiveness, and have the promise to be effectively
investigated through an interview-based methodology.
Critical models in the study of organizations and their behaviour may also provide some
depth of understanding, when evaluating the functioning of anti-pipeline groups. For instance, models which critique rationalist assumptions about decision-making by integrating
literature on human psychology with theories of politics may be usefully applicable in these
cases. For instance, the ‘garbage can model’ first described by James March, Michael Cohen
4
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and Johan Olsen seems to capture some phenomena which are prevalent in activist groups,
including organizations operating with “variety of inconsistent and ill-defined preferences”;
conflicting goals both between individuals at any given time as well as for a single person
across time; a lack of integration in the efforts of different parts of the organization; and
“fluid participation” in decision-making processes.6 Some of these characteristics also seem
to be shared by major social movements not principally concerned with pipelines or climate
change, including the Occupy movement and Idle No More.789 The efforts these movements
have made to be political effective — but also accessible, democratic, and participatory
— are of interest for understanding their central political ideas and assumptions, and for
understanding their impact on on Canada–U.S. environmental politics generally.

2 Literatures
The study of the anti-pipeline and climate change activist movements can be meaningfully
situated in the social movements literature which largely emerged from sociology in the 1970s
based on work including that of William Gamson, Lee Staples, Frances Piven, and Richard
Cloward.10111213 This literature has subsequently been developed within political science
by scholars including TK SCHOLARS. [TK — SUMMARIZE AND TRANSFER OVER
MATERIAL FROM THE LONG PROPOSAL]
[TK — Summary of academic literature specifically about KXL and NGP]
The emerging literature on contentious politics provides a useful theoretical and comparative framework for examining the anti-pipeline movement. In particular, this includes
the work of Doug McAdam, Sid Tarrow, and Charles Tilly. This literature connects with
political process theory, as studied by David Meyer and Debra Minkoff, as well as with the
work of organizational theorists focused on ideology, organizational structure, and resources.
Largely theoretical books like Dynamics of Contention (2005), Power in Movement (2011),
and Contentious Politics (2015) have helped establish what kinds of questions related to contentious politics are of interest to scholars of politics. There are also pertinent works focused
on particular cases, including McAdam’s Political Process and the Development of Black
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Insurgency, Hadden’s Networks in Contention: The Divisive Politics of Climate Change,
and McAdam and Hilary Boudet’s Putting Social Movements in Their Place: Explaining
Opposition to Energy Projects in the United States, 2000–2005. [TK - Jeff Goodwin and
James Jasper]
Jennifer Hadden’s Networks in Contention describes a research project which incorporated a variety of methods, notably “social network analysis, quantitative historical analysis,
statistical analysis, content analysis, qualitative interviewing, and participant observation”.14
Her study sought to conduct an ambitious network analysis of groups involved in the 2009
Copenhagen climate change meeting, the 15th Conference of the Parties of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, where a successor to the Kyoto Protocol
was envisioned by the optimistic as a plausible outcome. Specifically, Hadden sought to “look
…closely at how organizations make tactical choices regarding forms of collective action” and
“to explain why so many of them adopted contention in Copenhagen”.15 Here “contention” is
partly taken to mean a willingness to employ controversial protest tactics, but also refers to
major internal disagreements. These disagreements emerged in part from differing perspectives on matter of equity, and the emergence of perspectives which didn’t split easily across
conventional spectrums of political belief.16 Early disagreements among climate change activists included those between advocates of carbon markets and pricing emissions versus
anti-capitalists; those with differing views about how climate change mitigation and global
economic development can be reconciled; and those with different approaches to branding
and messaging. Hadden acknowledges strategic cooperation between collaborating organizations, including for the purpose of maintaining publicly distinguished brands.17 Hadden also
argues that scholars have paid insufficient attention to how social movements choose tactics.18 All this informs the research design for this project, including in terms of anticipating
what lines of questioning may be usefully employed with anti-KXL and anti-NGP activists.
While I don’t intend to employ as many distinct methods, content analysis, qualitative interviewing, and participant observation will be employed in these cases to identify individuals
and organizations involved in the two movements, as well as details on the nature of their
decision-making and collaboration. Examining these two cases may also help to map out
major strategic and ideological disagreements between powerful members of anti-pipeline
coalitions, and the way in which various ideologies are shifting as they gradually incorporate
14
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the significance of climate change science and the tangible effect of global warming on people
and nature.
In Putting Social Movements in their Place, Doug McAdam and Hilary Schaffer Boudet
concentrate on the impact of social movements on policy outcomes, in the context of opposition to energy projects in the U.S. between 2000 and 2005. [TK — summary] [TK —
relevance to this project]
This project also has relevant linkages to a number of other contemporary literatures
within political science, including indigenous politics, and judicial politics. It also connects
to key normative questions about what duties are borne by owners of fossil fuel resources
and what legitimate demands can be made of them by people affected by climate change,
as well as what kinds of strategies and tactics are acceptable and appropriate for those
pursuing large-scale social, political, and economic change. Notably, this includes a diversity
of views on what constitutes ‘violence’, and whether it is ever pragmatically desirable and
ethically justifiable. In addition to academic literatures, this project is informed by a broad
popular literature on climate change and environmental activism (with prominent figures
like Bill McKibben, Naomi Klein, and George Monbiot), the connections between capitalism
and climate change, and means for pursuing rapid and enduring political change. In part
because of the degree to which popular authors influence actors within the movement, their
arguments and responses to them are worth considering, even in a project largely intended
for an academic audience.
Finally, the advocacy coalition framework (ACF) literature initiated by Paul Sabatier
and Hank Jenkins-Smith seeks to explain and understand many phenomena relevant to
this project, including how common forms of analysis and policy ideas form the basis of
alliances between political organizations. The theory also offers a perspective on long-term
learning which might be evaluated in the context of climate change activist groups, the
political decision-makers they seek to influence, and status quo actors who resist new emission
controls.19 In response to both top-down and bottom-up pressure, decision makers in climate
and energy policy may experience learning and employ strategic adaptation to pursue longterm objectives, though the objectives of decision makers are also driven in part by public
pressure, public discourse, and ideology. Climate change may just constitute the kind of
“significant perturbation… external to the subsystem” which can shift coalitions and policymaking outcomes.2021
19
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One way of interpreting the broadening impact of ecological and environmental thinking
and information on political thinking and ideologies more generally is to consider the extent
and manner in which growing concern about planetary boundaries has impacted the core
beliefs of people who hadn’t previously taken the environment seriously as a political matter.
All comprehensive theories of politics and the economy must now engage somehow with the
critique that the political and economic possibilities open to us are bounded by the biological
and physical properties of the planet, and that the Earth can only absorb further greenhouse
gas emissions while experiencing associated increases in disruption of human and biological
systems. At the same time, the core beliefs of environmentalists are also changing. Critically,
this includes their pedagogical theory about how changes in individual human thinking and
the behaviour of groups can be achieved (theories of change). More generally, interaction
with other members of the anti-pipeline and climate change activist movements seems likely
to shift the beliefs of committed environmentalists in complex ways, which overlap with
other practical and ideological discussions, such as between environmentalists and theorists
of economic development. It is important to consider what sorts of learning are taking place
among all actors involved in the anti-pipeline fight, and how that may interact over the
long term with other political trends and increasing stress on human economic, social, and
governance systems arising from climate change itself.
There are limits to interpreting the debate about climate change and pipelines from the
perspective of competing advocacy coalitions, each with reasonable coherent ideas and policy
preferences which change only slowly across time. In part because of the many ways in which
climate politics are contentious, they may also be volatile and fast-changing. Spontaneousseeming uprisings like the Occupy Movement, the Arab Spring, Idle No More, and Black
Lives Matter show how fast-changing events and ideas are directly influencing the formation,
functioning, and evolution of climate activist and anti-pipeline movements. With so much
happening at once — and in such a state of active contention — a study of the anti-pipeline
movement might help update insights on social movements and policy change rooted in
advocacy coalition models with challenges from the contentious politics literature.
[TK - See also: John2012, p. 85 re: Hofferbert’s funnel of causality]

3 Case selection
This research study centres around a network mapping methodology. The two networks
being studied are those that have worked to oppose the KXL and NGP pipelines. Within the
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population of people who engaged in at least some active opposition or resistance to either
pipeline, I intent to expend more effort to contact and interview people from indigenous and
faith communities. The cases here are chosen to illustrate critical areas of contemporary
contention or instability in Canadian and U.S. climate change activism. These include
shifting coalitions, institutional barriers to pipeline construction as modeled by Hoberg, and
possibly gradual but important shifts in the key motivations and theories of change of social
movements of various types.
[TK — Why KXL and NGP? Two state-level jurisdictions versus one, different treaty
statuses between regions with relevance to judicial politics, larger and smaller number of
jurisdictions involved, tanker traffic viewed as relevant by actors in the conflict (B.C. coast
v. potential exports from KXL)]
One reason to make a special effort to study the network of faith organizations that have
opposed the NGP and KXL pipelines is because of the rising prominence of climate change
as an area of social justice activism undertaken by faith organizations. It is interesting to
see people who see climate change activism as compatible with or compelled by theological
motivations like wanting to protect the vulnerable or confront the unjust. There is also a
somewhat surprising combination present in people who act on the basis of a deep religious
affiliation and who also have enough confidence in climate science to make action on climate
change seem like a moral necessity to them.
There are also strong reasons for making a particular effort to identify and interview
members of indigenous communities who have taken part in resisting KXL and NGP. The
constitutionally-protected rights of indigenous peoples in Canada and the U.S. has been
identified by many people as a promising legal mechanism through which to constrain the
development of bitumen sands export pipelines including KXL and NGP. At the same time,
there is considerable evidence of a major social movement centred in the Canadian and
U.S. indigeneous rights, decolonization and Idle No More movements which also includes
concern about environmental protection, the rights of future generations, and the need to
avoid dangerous climate change. The complex history of tensions between environmentalists
and indigenous people remains visible in conflicts about energy infrastructure development,
including bitumen sands pipelines and major hydroelectric projects. These tensions are also
ideological — such as between concern for the welfare of non-human animals manifest in
environmentalist opposition to whaling and seal hunting with arguments about the cultural
and financial importance of such industries to indigenous communities. Despite these historical disagreements and ongoing tensions, a significant social movement or collection of
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mutually-influencing social movements are affecting the environmental politics of climate
change in Canada and the U.S. Just as simultaneous promises from the Trudeau government
to initiate sincere reconciliation with Canada’s indigenous peoples and build new bitumen
sands pipelines have prompted an identity crisis within even Canada’s more progressive
post-Harper government — environmentalists and members of indigenous communities are
negotiating and constructing a new relationship with climate change politics as a core part
of the motivation and shared ethical drive.

4 Hypotheses
While some theorists and journalistic accounts have portrayed transnational social movements opposed to the development of fossil fuel infrastructure as reasonably cohesive and
unified — such as Naomi Klein’s concept of “Blockadia” or the “Keep It In the Ground”
movement espoused by The Guardian newspaper — real anti-pipeline movements in North
America may be less cohesive than imagined. Due to a lack of consensus about tactics and
strategies — as well as disagreement about whether and how to appropriately align with
other social movements — the anti-pipeline and climate change activist movements are in
a state of liminality where boundaries and roles are unclear and where tensions are present
and unresolved. This situation furnishes a major justification for studying responses to the
Keystone XL and Northern Gateway pipelines now, when some prospect of each being constructed still exists. It also informs the kind of questions it will be worthwhile to raise with
interview subjects, including in terms of forms of ideological disagreement which have arisen
in organizations where they are involved and the consequences such disagreements have had
internally and between groups. This liminal situation also enhances the value of paying special attention to the roles of faith and indigenous communities within this movement, since
their differing backgrounds and objectives may be the cause of such tensions and ambiguities. At the same time, considering the problem of climate change from their perspectives
may provide useful contrast to the problem as understood by environmental activists. A
further example of an important but turbulent interface is between environmentalist groups
and expertise-based organizations like the Pembina Institute or the former National Round
Table on the Environment and the Economy (NRTEE). These expertise-based groups frequently pursue a somewhat ambiguous approach to policy advocacy, seeking to distinguish
themselves as both more neutral and intellectually rigorous than traditional environmentalist
organizations like Greenpeace. Further complications are added when we consider divergent
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perspectives on capitalism and intersectionality between social issues, as understood by various actors being studied here, whether those actors are conceptualized as policy advocacy
coalitions, policy entrepreneurs, participants in contentious social movements, or otherwise.
A further strategic question arising from the Blockadia approached is raised by Goerge
Hoberg. While making the fight against climate change local has been effective at preventing or postponing fossil fuel infrastructure projects, isn’t there a risk that the same
tactics will be used to prevent infrastructure development that’s necessary for a low-carbon
future, including renewable generation and transmission lines? This opposition is likely to
be most acute in the case of nuclear energy infrastructure, in part because of the major
historical role opposition to nuclear energy has played in the environmentalist movement.
Other forms of energy have also faced environmentalist opposition, however, including wind
and solar projects, big dams, and run-of-river hydro. Some environmentalists also question
the need for or appropriateness of large-scale centralized energy systems themselves, advocating instead for a decentralized approach. The magnitude of this risk might be usefully
evaluated by interviewing anti-KXL and anti-NGP activists about their views on low-carbon
infrastructure.
One promising area of research are the contentiousness and effectiveness of a variety
of social movement tactics, ranging from petitions to civil disobedience of different sorts
of direct action. When undertaken by climate change activist and anti-pipeline groups,
non-violent acts of civil disobedience are often carried out with great deliberation, using
volunteers who have undergone training and been provided with a legal support team, and
having agreed to carefully worded action agreements (see Figures 1 and 2 below). In an
assertion of the importance of sustaining non-violence in a movement which seeks to be
inclusive, Lisa Fithian exhorted the Occupy Movement to consider:
“Lack of agreements [to be non-violent] privileges the young over the old, the
loud voices over the soft, the fast over the slow, the able-bodied over those with
disabilities, the citizen over the immigrant, white folks over people of color, those
who can do damage and flee the scene over those who are left to face the consequences.”2223
There are also those — like Micah White — who argue that conventional protest strategies
have become easily negated by status quo actors, including in the case of the the 400,000
person People’s Climate March in New York City on September 21, 2014.24 A variety of forms
22
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of mass mobilization bear consideration, ranging from single-day takeovers of places like the
constituency offices of politicians or the offices of university administrators to permanent
encampments which extended for months, as in the case of some Occupy Movement sites
and anti-pipeline blockades. Short actions which garner media attention could conceivably
influence the perceptions of public opinion among decision-makers, or alter policy outcomes
through other mechanisms. This is particularly true if they are supported by an online
presence that is both timely (engaging those who learn of it) and enduring (in terms of
social media and other online materials which remain accessible long after the action is
complete, such as climatewelcome.ca).25
Not all activists with principally environmental or climate-change objectives comprehensively reject strategies which include obstruction of the operation of facilities like pipelines,
and potentially even deliberate acts of property damage. For instance, October 2016 saw a
significant escalation in which climate change activists briefly shut down five Canada–U.S.
oil pipelines in solidarity with the Standing Rock Sioux and their resistance of the Dakota
Access Pipeline.2627 Notably, Ian Anderson, president of Kinder Morgan Canada, was quoted
by the CBC saying: “[oil companies] share trends that we’re seeing, we share social media
intel that we may be picking up and [it] informs us quite well about what actions there may
be”.28 This is of both analytical and methodological interest, since it shows both the evolving context of strategy selection by activists and industry response and illustrates corporate
surveillance and open source intelligence gathering as preemptive techniques for countering
activism (which has implications for research design and the protection of research subjects).
There is also an interesting range of justifications provided for various pragmatic and ethical
stances on the use of violence, as variously defined, ranging from ‘deep green’ ethics rooted
in an imperative to protect the rest of nature from humanity to humanist and theological
interpretations. In particular, there is an interesting sub-genre of ethical arguments among
people who all agree that violence is an unacceptable means to pursue political ends, but
disagree on the precise reason for the prohibition. There are also theoretically intriguing
arguments about the necessary features of civil disobedience as opposed to direct actions of
other types.29
The perspectives and strategies of environmentalism are themselves contested between
25
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those with differing values. For example, studying tensions between climate change activists
and animal rights activists, all of whom might accept the label ‘environmentalist’, may also
provide some basis for better understanding alliances and disagreements within the climate
activist and indigenous rights movements. Notably, environmentalists with an animal rights
focus have often taken strong positions opposing the killing of marine mammals including
seals, whales, and polar bears. These campaigns have sometimes provoked critical responses
from indigenous communities where these are both traditional cultural practices and sources
of present revenue. Recent developments like Greenpeace’s 2014 apology to the Inuit for
impacts of seal campaign have show learning and organizational re-alignment in action, as
criticisms based in cultural value and indigenous rights are internalized by environmentalist
organizations.30 Notably, following this apology, members of the Clyde River community
approached Greenpeace to support a campaign opposing seismic blasting for hydrocarbon
development.
Indigenous political thought on energy development and the environment is also given
importance by the forcefulness of some indigenous critiques of Canada and the U.S. as settler
colonial states. As Taiaiake Alfred argues:
“All land claims in Canada, including those at issue in the BC treaty process,
arise from the mistaken premise that Canada owns the land it is situated on.
In fact, where indigenous people have not surrendered ownership, legal title to
“Crown” land does not exist — it is a fiction of Canadian (colonial) law. To
assert the validity of Crown title to land that the indigenous population has not
surrendered by treaty is to accept the racist assumptions of earlier centuries.”31
In some sense, this criticism of the Canadian and U.S. states can only be bracketed: acknowledged as potentially valid and convincing, but flagged as impractical to implement
given public opinion and the degree to which governmental institutions in both countries
would have their authority negated by the acceptance of these claims. Nonetheless, it highlights the conceptual importance of indigenous claims in judicial politics, as well as in the
slow reconceptualization of the nature of politics associated with the environmentalist critique of earlier political theory and the various critiques of environmentalism which have
arisen in response.
The anthropological distinction between “front-stage” and “back-stage” behaviour by
activist groups can be used to consider the intersection between the internal governance of
30
31
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these groups and their public strategies for influencing political outcomes.3233 While “frontstage” behaviour is a kind of performance intended to influence decision makers, the media,
and the general public, organizing and carrying out this performance affects the internal
perceptions of groups about their own history and worldview, while also impacting organizational learning. Volunteer-driven groups are also much more permeable than actors like
corporations and governments, since members can freely associate with other organizations,
make statements to the media on their own initiative, and raise matters of decision making
and governance in public. There are also few mechanisms through which volunteer activists
can be sanctioned for behaviour that group leaders or fellow volunteers object to. Front- /
back-stage considerations also arise in the context of climate activism in the form of debates
about the relative importance of changing personal behaviour versus trying to drive structural change, and in the form of allegations of hypocrisy against activists used in attempts
to discredit them. More generally, considering protest as performance may be helpful for
evaluating and criticizing theories of change that prioritize changes in public consciousness
as mechanisms for changing political outcomes.
Arguably, another instance of ‘performance’ undertaken as a strategy by environmental
organizations are efforts at cultivating a ‘grassroots’ public image, or depicting themselves
as concerned about the welfare of everyday citizens of Canada and the United States. This
behaviour can be seen in climate-focused NGOs including 350.org, but it is also employed
somewhat questionably by organizations like the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) which has used ads depicting specific employees with heartfelt notes and signatures signing off on the environmental virtues of the Canadian petroleum industry.34 False
grassroots organizations established by industry have also been discussed in academic work
and the media.35 Questions about using representations of the public in media releases and
advertising connect with questions about governance processes for volunteer-driven groups
and professionally-staffed non-governmental organizations. To what degree should group
policies and decisions be made by a vanguard of people (possibly paid staff) and to what
extent should ordinary volunteers have influence on these matters? eNGOs make different
choices on this question, and some have different systems at different levels of organization
(local groups versus a central organization, for instance).
At least in terms of their central decision-making structures, some “grassroots” orga32
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nizations might be better conceptualized as vanguard organizations which are seeking to
develop doctrine and alliances, while largely leaving local organization and direct action to
affiliates. The operation of such vanguard groups would be characterized by general initiatives and instructions being generated by a focused group of paid staff, and subsequently
largely implemented by publicly-affiliated but operational independent local organizations.
Such groups may also be “vanguard” in the sense of setting broad strategic priorities for
the North American and global climate change activist movements, attempting to arrange
powerful alliances with other politically influential groups, and establish both core ideas and
skills in a large global group of people trained in activism and focused on climate justice as
an objective.
There is a long-running theme in some environmentalist thought that any system of
economic management which is predicated on the assumption that economic growth is always
desirable (or even socially and politically necessary for societal stability) will eventually hit
limits in terms of how much raw material the Earth can provide, as well as how much waste it
can absorb. Drawing in part on this thinking, the environmental activist movement contains
many anti-capitalists who object morally to capitalism for various reasons, and who often
believe its abolition to be a necessary precursor to effective environmental action. These
views are orthogonal to those of liberal environmentalists who see capitalist institutions
like stock markets as potentially environmentally benign and/or places to implement policy
measures such as carbon pricing which could reduce GHG pollution. Some analyses about
climate change and capitalism incorporate social and psychological features. For instance,
Monbiot and others identify consumerism as a response to societal ills driven by modern
capitalism. Consumerism is further identified as eroding the mental health of citizens.36
A forceful argument from those resisting fossil fuel infrastructure development concerns
the possibility of norm change in the general population and among decision makers across
time. Specifically, it’s conceivable that the persistent presentation of fossil fuel infrastructure
choices as zero sum trade-offs between economic prosperity and environmental protection.
If people internalize the idea that future fossil fuel development will lead to investments
in stranded assets, as fossil fuels become unburnable due to further environmental policy
changes by governments, it becomes plausible to argue that new fossil fuel projects could
damage both medium-term prosperity and our chances of avoiding dangerous climate change.
A core argument of the fossil fuel divestment movement has been that large new investments
in fossil fuel infrastructure face substantial regulatory risk which could undermine their long36
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term profitability, and even their ability to offer a return on the large up-front investment.
Not all market liberals can be accused of missing the potential magnitude of harm from
climate change, or of failing to propose remedies at a suitable scale. The 2006 Stern Review
on the Economics of Climate Change, assembled for the U.K. government, and the 2008 Garnaut Climate Change Review, prepared for the Australian government, both project major
adverse economic and societal consequences from unchecked climate change, and seek to
promote broad policies intended to stop atmospheric concentrations of GHGs from reaching
dangerous levels. [TK — Stern details: target concentrations, estimated cost of unchecked
climate change, policy prescriptions] [TK — Garnaut details: target concentrations, estimated cost of unchecked climate change, policy prescriptions] Perhaps the most astonishing
thing about the Stern Review is the estimate [TK — citation, and verify] that atmospheric
concentrations of CO2 could be kept below 450ppm at the cost of only 2% of global GDP.
If true, this highlights the characteristics of climate change as a moral problem akin to a
“perfect storm”, in that cognitive and institutional barriers have prevented action which
could have been sufficient to avert the worst impacts and achieved at modest cost. [TK —
cite Gardiner] Stern and Garnaut might be fairly categorized as technocrats who presented a
vision for a transition away from fossil fuels based on essentially market liberal environmentalist values and assumptions. At the same time, the work of climate economists connects
quite directly to intergenerational ethics as considered by moral philosophers like Shue and
Gardiner; the discount rates applied to the welfare of members of future generations are
directly linked to questions of intergenerational ethics.373839 Stern, in particular, emphasized
how as policy change is delayed and the period available for a transition to post-carbon
energy shortens, costs increase dramatically.40 In part, this accords with the climate activist
argument about wasted investment in stranded assets, as costly fossil fuel projects which
are built now must be decommissioned early to achieve future climate change mitigation
targets.41
[TK — Transfer from long draft and expand — Hypotheses climate activism and indigenous politics; climate activism and faith communities; and the role of skilled supporters of
activist movements who aren’t particularly committed to any cause (media support, legal
support, training, etc)]
37
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39
.
40
TK — Cite
41
TK — Cite
38
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5 Key texts
5.1

Social movements

Betsill, Michele Greens in the Greenhouse: Environmental NGOs, Norms and the Politics
of Global Climate Change. 2000.
Davis, Gerald F et al. eds Social Movements and Organization Theory. Cambridge University Press. 2005.
Goldstone, Jack A. ed States, Parties, and Social Movements. Cambridge University
Press. 2003.
Hadden, Jennifer “Explaining Variation in Transnational Climate Change Activism: The
Role of Inter-Movement Spillover.” Global Environmental Politics. 2014. 14 (2): 7–25
Ingold, Karin and Manuel Fischer “Drivers of collaboration to mitigate climate change:
An illustration of Swiss climate policy over 15 years.” Global Environmental Change.
Volume 24, January 2014, p. 88–98
McAdam, Doug and Hilary Boudet Putting Social Movements in their Place: Explaining Opposition to Energy Projects in the United States, 2000–2005. Cambridge University Press. 2012.
Tarrow, Sidney The New Transnational Activism. Cambridge University Press. 2007.

5.2

Contentious politics

della Porta, Donatella Where Did the Revolution Go? Contentious Politics and the Quality of Democracy. Cambridge University Press. Forthcoming.
Diani, Mario The Cement of Civil Society: Studying Networks in Localities. Cambridge
University Press. 2015
Hadden, Jennifer Networks in Contention: The Divisive Politics of Climate Change.
Cambridge University Press. 2015.
McAdam, Doug Political Process and the Development of Black Insurgency, 1930–1970.
University Of Chicago Press. 1999.
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McAdam, Doug, Sidney Tarrow, and Charles Tilly Dynamics of Contention. Cambridge University Press. 2005.
Meyer, David S. and Debra C. Minkoff “Conceptualizing Political Opportunity.” Social Forces. 82 (4): 1457–1492
Tarrow, Sidney Power in Movement: Social Movements and Contentious Politics. Cambridge University Press. 2011.
Tarrow, Sidney The Language of Contention Revolutions in Words, 1688–2012. Cambridge University Press. 2013.
Tilly, Charles From Mobilization to Revolution. Addison-Wesley. 1978
Tilley, Charles and Sidney Tarrow Contentious Politics. Oxford University Press. 2015.
Wood, Lesley J. Direct Action, Deliberation, and Diffusion: Collective Action after the
WTO Protests in Seattle. Cambridge University Press. 2012.

5.3

Advocacy Coalition Framework

Barnes, Clare, Frank van Laerhoven, Peter P.J. Driessen “Advocating for Change?
How a Civil Society-led Coalition Influences the Implementation of the Forest Rights
Act in India”. World Development. Volume 84, August 2016, p. 162–175
Hofferbert, Richard I. The Study of Public Policy. 1974.
Jenkins-Smith, Hank, Carol L. Silva, Kuhika Gupta, and Joseph T. Ripberger “Belief
System Continuity and Change in Policy Advocacy Coalitions: Using Cultural Theory
to Specify Belief Systems, Coalitions, and Sources of Change.” Policy Studies Journal.
November 2014.
Sabatier, Paul “An advocacy coalition framework of policy change and the role of policyoriented learning therein.” Policy Sciences. 21: 129–68. 1988.
Sabatier, Paul and Hank Jenkins-Smith eds. Policy Change and Learning. 1993.
Sabatier, Paul and Hank Jenkins-Smith “The advocacy coalition framework: an assessment” in Sabatier, Paul ed. Theories of the Policy Process. 1999.
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Sotirov, Metodi “Toward a cognitive theory of shifting coalitions and policy change: linking the advocacy coalition framework and cultural theory”. Policy Sciences. June 2016,
Volume 49, Issue 2, p. 125–154.
Weible, Christopher, Paul Sabatier, and Kelly McQueen “Themes and Variations:
Taking Stock of the Advocacy Coalition Framework.” The Policy Studies Journal 37,
1: 121-140. 2009.

5.4

Methodology

Interview methods:
Eckstein, Harry “Case Study and Theory in Political Science.” in Gomm, Roger, Martyn
Hammersley and Peter Foster. Case Study Method. 2009.
Elgin, Dallas J. “Utilizing Hyperlink Network Analysis to Examine Climate Change Supporters and Opponents.” Review of Policy Research. 2015.
Geddes, Barbara “How the Cases You Choose Affect the Answers You Get: Selection
Bias in Comparative Politics.” Political Analysis. 2 (1): 131-150. 1990.
Gerring, John “What Is a Case Study and What Is It Good for?” The American Political
Science Review. Vol. 98, No. 2 (May, 2004), pp. 341-354.
Mosley, Layna ed. Interview Research in Political Science.

Cornell University Press.

2013.
Rogowski, Ronald “How Inference in the Social (but Not the Physical) Sciences Neglects
Theoretical Anomaly.” in Brady, Henry and David Collier. Rethinking social inquiry:
diverse tools, shared standards. 2004.
Schatz, Edward ed. Political Ethnography: What Immersion Contributes to the Study of
Power. University of Chicago Press. 2009.
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7 Figures
Figure 1: Action agreement for the “Climate Welcome” in Ottawa — November 6, 2015
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Figure 2: Action agreement for the “Climate Welcome” in Ottawa — TK date
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Figure 3: Activists risking arrest in Ottawa — November 6, 2015

Figure 4: Activists escalate while risking arrest in Ottawa — November 7, 2015
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